
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 24 June 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate her DEAR Class for all showing 100% of our core values every day at DEAR 

time;Leon P for showing determination to succeed in small Maths group; Lacey S for showing determination to 

succeed in Maths; Ella-Rose L and Sophia M for always being kind and helpful; Luke M for working well in small 

Science group; Joel M for showing determination and always being respectful; Sky B for showing determination to 

succeed in TT Rockstars; Lucas F for always being kind, polite and respectful; Justas M, Phillip S and Alfie P for 

always being kind and respectful; Faye A, Learna K and Lacey S for excellent behaviour and determination in her 

Science assessment; Luke M, Emil B and Jonathon H for excellent behaviour and determination in his Science 

assessment. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Ellie-Mae H, Gabriella C, Khloe W, Maisie M, Calum K and Georgie H for 

being truly outstanding in English this week! Well done. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Charlie L for demonstrating respect to our academy by picking up litter at 

lunchtime, ensuring we have a clean and tidy place to learn; her entire science class for demonstrating excellent 

integrity in our experiments by following all instructions and working safely in the lab. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ava C and Lola D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well 

done. 

Miss Freeman would like to appreciate Olivia M, Filip S, Maisie S and Bethany E for showing determination and 

always being respectful. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Naema A, Alan B and Beren Y for excelent contribution in all Interventions; 

Barabara S and Lewis B for always being polite and very respectiful when we meet. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Albie W, Barbara S, Matthew T and Maisie M for showing determination to 

succeed in French. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Jessie C, Faye A, Poppy-Mai F and Olivia D for being the best version of 

themselves, always showing our core values, not just in English but also during their Science exam; David C for 

showing our core value of determination during his Science exam and presenting his fantastic concentratrion face; 

Ellie M for showing our core value of determination during her Science exam and presenting her fantastic 

concentratrion face; Lucas F, Xander S and Marcello S for being the best version of himself, always showing our 

core values, not just in English but also during his Science exam also. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Alan B and Beren Y for showing the value of determination in EAL class by 

always giving 100% effort. Well done; James H for showing the values integrity and respect by always being polite 

and helpful; Xander S and Adam J for showing the value of determination in Lego club by always giving 100% effort. 

Well done; Luke M and Mia M for showing the value of determination in Lexonik intervention by always giving 

100% effort; Lucas F for showing the values of integrity and respect by always assisting with breakfast club. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate all Year 7 pupils for excellent determination and behaviour during Cycle 3 Art 

Test. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Faith S for always working hard in French and putting in that extra work; David 

A for always putting in 100% effort into his work. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Ella-Rose L, Alan B and Bethany E for showing determination to succeed in 

Geography! 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Sofia M, Ella-Rose Long, Alydia H and Adeola T for her amazing determination 

and comittment towards the rounders team.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 24 June 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Lee B for 100% of our core values in intervention; Roxi J and Ethan R for showing 

determination in Lexonik Advanced; Evie C and Lorien R for displaying integrity in Lexonik Advanced; Lee B for 

always showing determination, integrity and respect in TT Rockstars; Jamie F for determination in TT Rockstars; 

Dom M for showing determination to succeed in TT Rockstars; Miles Y for 100% of our core values in Lexonik 

Advanced; Aex Y and Leah P for showing determination to succeed in Lexonik Advanced. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Jack M, Isabella W, Alfie M, Benjamin E, Evie C, Lucas S, Mark I, Freya B, Ella 

E, Mia B, Lucy Jo J for being truly fantastic in English this week and showing real determination to work hard. Well 

done all. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Alex Y for demonstrating our value of respect by holding doors open for people; 

George E, Ava C, Jamie L, Joseph W, Damilola A and Jamie F for demonstrating excellent integrity in our 

experiments by following all instructions and working safely in the lab. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Kaci T and Jamie F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Freeman would like to appreciate James S, Jack B, Gian T, Finley F and Matthew A for showing good 

understanding of Animal Farm. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Tien N, Augustus G, Emmanuel O, Davi C and Gift E for showing 

determination in intervention. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Emily F for showing determination and integrity in Spanish lessons; Ava C 

for showing determination to improve her focus and progress in Spanish lessons. Well done; Mia B for consistently 

working hard and showing integrity and determination in Spanish. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Brooke B for showing our core value of determination and never giving up 

no matter how difficult things get. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Nikita T for going above and beyond in History; Joana G for always working 

incredibly hard in History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Agustas G and Tien N for showing the value of determination in EAL class by 

always giving 100% effort. Well done; Daniel N for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 

recent assessments. 

Miss Simms / Peter LFC would like to appreciate Eoin R, Grace T, Kaci T, Ethan R, Teddy N, Peter W, Chay B and 

Lee B for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in LFC intervention! Well done. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Luke C for demonstrating excellent determination in Geography; Finley F for 

an absolutely fabulous work rate and attitude in Geography - well done. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate all students in 8P for excellent determination and behavior during Cyle 3 Art test. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Roxi J for showing determination in Science by working really hard every 

lesson. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Ali B and Richard W for showing determination to succeed in Geography. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Imogen B, Kayleigh C, Chloe F, Liene Z and Princess A for her amazing 

determination and comittment towards the rounders team. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ben O, Louis F and Brandan M for always showing integrity in English.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 24 June 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Liam J for working well in English; Megan S for always being kind and respectful. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Harrison T, Libby J, Ellierose M, Nadia A, Callum M, Ava Mand Ethan P for 

being fantastic in English and showing real determination to work hard this week. Well done all. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Joel R and Tayloe M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done; Luke R for showing integrity during DEAR. Well done. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Rama A for showing determination in intervention. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Billy C, Harry D and Curtis S for showing our core value of determination 

during English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Calum J for fantastic work in History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Megan S for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 

recent assessments! Well done. 

Miss Simms / Peter would like to appreciate Josephine T, Storm T, Liam J and David R for showing the value of 

determination by giving 100% effort in LFC intervention! Well done. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Kyra S for showing fabulous determination in History; Alfie N for a fantastic 

attitude and work rate in History. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Harry H, Ethan G, Ryan B, Stas G and Stas M for his high quality and 100% 

determination in rounders; Calum G for his high-quality never-miss-a-ball rounders ability; Visters K and Ewan T 

for his consistent high quality sporting ; Jamie F, McKenzie B, Ephram E, Marty M, Milan V, Luke R and Ben W for 

his 100% effort and high quality application in shot putt. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Morgan D and Megan S for showing determination in Science by working 

really hard every lesson. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate 9I for showing integrity and for being a very loving and caring advisory group; 

Mea D and Millie C for always demonstrating determination, integrity and respect! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ephrem E and Jeffery E for always demonstrating integrity, in English. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Megan S, Charlie-Anne T and Ryan B for their conduct and enthusiasm on a 

fabulous day out 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 24 June 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Lucy O for being kind, respectful and helpful. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Konstantin B for showing real determination in English and always working 

hard. Well done; Lewis D for producing some fantastic work on language devices and being respectful in class. Keep 

going Lewis, I am so proud of you; Joshua A for working hard and showing real determination this week. I am proud 

of you Josh, keep it up. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Olivia W and Lily N for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Taylor C, Preslav M, Liam M, Daniel N, Adam C, Lucy O, Alfie W, Aimee C, 

Alex D, Denis G and Thomas H for showing amazing determination in Lexonik Intervention. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Michael B, Daniel N, Harry W, Emma C and Kate D for always being a 

respecteful member of 10D. 

Miss Simms / Peter would like to appreciate Liam J and Thomas D for showing the value of determination by giving 

100% effort in LFC intervention! Well done. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Sadie A for a fantastic attitude and work rate in History; Ryan M for 

demonstrating excellent determination in History; Michael B for a much improved attitude in History - well done. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Tom W for always working hard in French and for showing determination in the 

assessments; Aaron S for showing determination in the assessments and always working hard. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Karam S, Casey N and Libby B for always working hard and showing 

determination, in English. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Tom H, Kyle P, Ellie O, Kornel O, Kacper C, Matthew A, Liam J and Preslav M  

for their conduct and enthusiasm on a fabulous day out.

 


